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Warning: This blog is merely a teaser for others to come.
It’s a relatively straightforward task for a lay investor to do his own due diligence on a junior resource
company. But this seemingly simple task requires concentrated work and careful research. Most
speculators are unwilling to devote the requisite time and energy (most people are basically lazy by
nature) and subsequently they are left holding the bag by the many sharks, shysters, charlatans, and snake
oil salesmen that populate company management in our microcap business.
There are three main criteria for speculation: Share structure, people, and projects. All have to be top
notch for a company to attract my interest. Plus the company must be undervalued at present. Why the
hell else would you or I choose to buy it??
That’s why I cover no more than 10 companies, hold stock in another 10-15, and have 15-20 on my radar
screen. Do the math: There are 1750 Canadian juniors. At any given time, I have passing interest in little
more than 2% of them. Most of the rest are simply mining the stock market.
For me, the REE sector is a bit of an anomaly. I hold and cover four companies. At last count I saw, there
are about 75 juniors listed on the Toronto and Venture Exchanges with some exposure to rare earth
elements. Whoop-de-friggin’-do, that’s a whopping 5%!
These four are the best of the best in my opinion and they are long term investments not trades. I have
traded in and out of another four companies in REE space during the past 10 months. I got spooked by the
market in May, sold out of 10 stocks completely and took profits. That number included three rare earth
companies.
Undoubtedly the toughest task for a diligent lay investor is to assess the viability of a flagship project. Is
this project or that project real or not? That folks, is the $64,000 question.
I have a distinct advantage over most speculators with seven years of geological education and over 30
years beating up rocks in some far-flung part of the Earth. That’s why I’m an analyst and most of you are
not. There is no way that an average investor can ever get up to snuff on geology and this is the one
critical area where a layman needs a geologist-analyst’s help.

A big part of my job is to educate the lay investor. You all know I’m writing a book devoted to the
subject. Investors often are confused with drill news and what those results actually mean. That’s why in
future contributions, I’m going to weigh in on recently announced drill results from companies playing
the rare earth and/or rare metal games.
Consider this contribution merely an “appy” for the main course “meat on the bone” to be served. You
may walk away hungry for more, but I guarantee you will be entertained.
Ciao for now,
Mickey Fulp
Mercenary Geologist.com
Contact@MercenaryGeologist.com
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Disclaimer: I am a shareholder of the four companies, three are paying sponsors of my website, and one
is a site affiliate. I am not a certified financial analyst, broker, or professional qualified to offer investment
advice. Nothing in a report, commentary, this website, interview, and other content constitutes or can be
construed as investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell stock. Information is obtained
from research of public documents and content available on the company’s website, regulatory filings,
various stock exchange websites, and stock information services, through discussions with company
representatives, agents, other professionals and investors, and field visits. While the information is
believed to be accurate and reliable, it is not guaranteed or implied to be so. The information may not be
complete or correct; it is provided in good faith but without any legal responsibility or obligation to
provide future updates. I accept no responsibility, or assume any liability, whatsoever, for any direct,
indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of the information. The information contained in a
report, commentary, this website, interview, and other content is subject to change without notice, may
become outdated, and will not be updated. A report, commentary, this website, interview, and other
content reflect my personal opinions and views and nothing more. All content of this website is subject to

international copyright protection and no part or portion of this website, report, commentary, interview,
and other content may be altered, reproduced, copied, emailed, faxed, or distributed in any form without
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